
Medium Single Door Animal Trap
Designed for the live capture of squirrel sized animals including squirrels, muskrats, rabbits, etc.

Designed to be durable and portable with 3/16” solid steel rod framework and heavy duty 16 gage 1x1

wire mesh. This trap comes fully assembled trap ready to use right out of the box. The trap measures

24” x 8” x 8”. All trap linkage is inside the trap so animals can not trigger the pan from outside. The

extra large pan trips to the rear for proper bait placement.

Item# NHSQT - Single Door Live Capture Animal Trap

Heavy-duty 3/16”

solid steel rod

framework

24”L x 8”W x 8”H

Carrying Handle

All internal

linkage for fewer

false triggers
Large

trip pan

Pre-bait the problem area for several days

without the trap. Once animals eat the bait and

are used to the location, place the trap in the pre-

baited area.

Pre-bait the trap by tying open the one way doors

so animals can move freely in and out of the trap

as they eat. Place the bait at the rear of the trap

so the animals must fully enter the trap.

After acclimating to the trap, untie the doors and

capture the animal. Make sure to inspect the trap

every day. To release the animal, set the trap

down flat and pull the trap door upwards past the

locking stub at the front of the trap.

Use caution when removing the trapped animal.

They are likely under stress and can bite and

scratch when being removed.

Locking Stub
Not For

Small Rodents

Visitourwebsiteat orcontactwww.nixalite.com

Nixaliteat800.624.1189orfax800.624.1196

IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird and

animal trapping can be as much art as it is science and you might not catch anything. Effective trapping takes

careful planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.
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